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Striking the balance about ….
� What we assess
� How we assess
� The tools we have to use 
� How we measure 
� How we adaptively manage
� What are the uncertainties associated 

with CIA?  
� [ Using examples from the Great Barrier 

Reef] 



What we assess? 
� Canter and Ross = VECs =Valued 

Environmental Components
� In the Reef space GBRMPA have identified 

the condition and trend for 62 
Environmental Values and 20 Ecological 
Processes 

� CIA about understanding likely total 
impacts on the VEC (‘endogenous,’ direct, 
indirect, consequential impacts of past, 
present and likely foreseeable actions)



How we assess?  

� Take a systems view from the perspective 
of the VEC 

� Understand the zone of influence in time 
and space for the VEC 

� In the Reef = what is the likely future 
condition of the identified value/ process 
compared to the desired condition for 
that value



Take a systems perspective: 



The tools we have to use (focused 
on the VEC)  …. 
� Systems analysis (Bill Ross A cumulative 

impact needs a cumulative management 
approach)

� Modeling (to better understand impact 
vectors eg Reef) 

� Thorough, iterative application of the impact 
mitigation hierarchy

� For those impacts still likely to be significant; 
undertake a risk assessment to understand 
the dimensions of likelihood and 
consequence for improved treatments 



Zone of influence 



How we measure? [In a perfect 
world] …. 
� Understand the condition, trend, 

applicable thresholds and desired 
outcome for each VEC

� Apply a systems analysis to focus 
measurement and reporting on critical 
decision factors [Reef using coral cover]

� E g Measure what matters to the VEC 
(lead condition attributes are preferable)



How do we adaptively manage? 

� Use the systems analysis to point to areas 
for alternative action if measurements 
indicate VEC is not tracking as assessed 
and/or moving towards desired outcome 

� What are additional measures that can be 
applied to improve trajectory for VEC?  

� [ Think innovatively about optional 
approaches= TUMRAs ]  



How do we adaptively manage? 

� Use the systems analysis to point 
TUMRAs ]  



What are potential uncertainties that can be 
reduced with effective CIA? 
� (from Canter and Atkinson, 2010, IAPA)
� Future changes in operation and 

management of the preferred alternative
� Information on likely foreseeable actions 
� Characteristics of CI on VECs (linear, non-

linear,  additive, synergistic or 
counterveiling?)

� Site-specific, regional thresholds, carrying 
capacities for VECs [GBR=desired condition] 

� Likely effectiveness of management measures 



Doing cumulative impact assessment in the 
context of uncertainty and risk: 

� Use a transparent, systems-based 
methodology focused on VECs

� Be clear about what you know, what you 
NEED to know, how you will acquire it 
and what management measure(s) you 
will take when you have it 

� Establish the adaptive management 
approach, using decision flow charts 
(Canter and Atkinson) 



The tools we have to use (focused 
on the VEC)  …. 
� For help see 
� Mineral Council 2013Cumulative 

environmental impact assessment 
industry guide ( Tom Kaveney)

� Franks et al 2010 Cumulative impacts: A 
good practice guide for the Australian 
coal mining industry 

� Independent Expert Scientific Committee 
2014 Bioregional Assessment 
Methodology 


